
Marketing Knowledge effects on
sales revenue



Marketing is A Science



The Core Assets of Marketing
with its Dual Implementation
Support System + The Cellar

Give you the science behind the
knowledge

 



Without The Why, The What, The
Who, The Where, The When and
The How your business will not

achieve great sales and revenue.



The nature of the beast can
only be tamed by converting
into actions and results using

the right method from the
start.



Business goals commend sales
only when Marketing

Knowledge acquired and the
tamed beast generates profit.



Business needs to leverage its
keys resources and the Core

Assets of Marketing + The
Cellar gives you the science

behind the knowledge to
leverage these resources.



The secret of the beast is in the
application of its effects on

your business.



The purpose of The Core Assets of
Marketing + The Cellar is to

enhance cognition in two ways.
Helping you to solve business
problems and improves the

reasoning and strategical
thinking that businesses must do
to achieve sales and revenue by

acquiring the relevant marketing
knowledge. 



The features of The Core Assets of
Marketing + The Cellar gives you the

relevant marketing resources to
acquire leads, attract and retain

customers, traffic to your website
and achieve sales revenue. 



You will need to read The Core
Asset of Marketing Playbook to
access the Cellar membership

secret.



We've invested a great deal
of time, research and money

We invest a great deal of time, effort, energy,
expertise, sweat, lack of sleep into writing the
Core Assets of Marketing with its dual
implementation support system — The Cellar and
developing, building the Cellar membership
attached to the playbook.

We wanted to ensure that the readers of our
playbook and cellar membership users get deeper
knowledge in marketing and support implementing
into their business successful and progressive
strategies and methods. 

We are proud to have created a world-class dual
system to help you generate more clients and profit.



Who's this for?
Any business owners or startups looking to take
advantage of the huge opportunity created by a paradigm
shift in the market.
Any business industries and professional service
providers, advisors, authors, anyone with a skill or an area
of expertise.
Those who want more efficient and successful ways of
working with many clients and increase their profit
margin.
Anyone willing to replace old habits and unproductive
ways for acquiring customers and replace them with
state-of-the-art up to date methods that generate a
constant stream of clients.
People who are committed, ambitious, ready to add value
to their existing business or startup and access the next
level of greatness.



This is NOT for you
People who have no area of expertise.
People who are broke or looking to get rich
quick.
People who are afraid to make a decision, 
 take action and apply effort and
consistency to their daily work.
People who are not serious about building
a business of genuine value to the
customer that is easy to operate and
rewarding.
People who think they know it all, complain
all day, not willing to learn new methods or
renew their knowledge, comfortable in their
mediocrity, time wasters.



The Cellar Membership
             What you're going to get...

Sale Acquisition Book Price £47.97
Lead Attraction
Increase traffic to your website
Methodologic pre-design templates
Marketing Models
Audience Attraction
Customer Acquisition & Retention
The Core Assets & how to combine them
with strategies

Open your ears & Open your eyes 

Sale enabler accelerator fill-in-the-blank
templates value £696
The wine vault mapped out templates 

My Personal Support value £29.20 PM

       value £590

       value £794

Total Cellar Membership Value £2906.20 

The Core Assets of Marketing
                 What you're going to get...

Total value of the Dual Implementation Support System £2984.17

Get Started After Reading
FOR JUST
£242.20 PER MONTH
payable quarterly

Read It today
FOR JUST
£47.97 FOR LIFE

GET IT NOW: INCREASE YOUR REACH

+

https://amzn.to/2RP9SRX

